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In the existing procedure of the trademark authorization in our country, in many
cases, the final confirmation of trademark right will have a long process which is the
two administrative examinations and two judicial reviews. And the results of the
administrative examinations and judicial examinations may exactly different. Even
there will be circulatory lawsuits after the judgments of four groups of people. It has a
serious impact on the market process of the trademark undoubtedly. After searching, it
can be found that there is no specific analysis report about the disputes between the
court and the TRAB in the current domestic public channels. Therefore, the author
analyzes the cases which are about trademark authorization by using data analysis
method for the first time.
In this paper, the author mainly starts with the basic theory of administrative
lawsuit of the trademark authorization by adopt the empirical analysis method.
Through preliminary screening and data processing the 2254 cases which were
concluded during 2011and 2013, he gets a effective database with 597 cases. Then,
the author tries to adopt empirical analysis and multi-dimensional data from the
overall circumstances of a case and trademark registration at different stages of its
different types, including such cases as the reviewing of trademark application and
rejection, the reviewing of trademark objection, invalidation of trademark and the
administrative dispute on cancellation of trademark to clearly show the distributed
situation of the TRAB and court’s divergence among the administrative lawsuits .
The analyzes the trademark authorized approval by regarding the data as a breach and
the law as a research perspective, and then he find that the reasons why TRAB and
court get different conclusions in the same case. The reasons are that they are different
in nature of the institution, value of what it pursuits and the method for legal
interpretation. One is for high-efficiency, the other is for achieving the individual
justice of the relevant subjects. In order to promote the efficiency of the trademark

























the author makes some suggestions for completing the trademark system.
In addition,the author finds some rules which are related to judging cross-sell
products in the most controversial cases, and hoping it can be a reference for
trademark authorization practice of our country in the future.
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